GRIMAYLOV::Husiatyn Raion (district) of Ternopil Oblast  [ GRZYMAŁÓW, HRYMAJILIV, HRYMAŁIV, GZHIMALUV, GRZHYMALOV, GRZHIMALOV, GRIMALOV.

Jewish population: 2,977 (in 1890).

A \(<a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/30839813@N02/9609636422/" target="_blank">Synagogue ruin</a>\). [Mar 2014]</p>

<ul>
  <li><a href="http://jri-poland.org/">Jewish Records Indexing - Poland</a></li>
  <li><a href="http://www.geshergalicia.org/">Gesher Galicia</a></li>
  <li><a href="http://dir.icm.edu.pl/pl/Slownik_geograficzny/Tom_II/897/">"Grzymała\"</a></li>
  <li><a href="http://data.jewishgen.org/wconnect/wc.dll?jg~jgsys~admin~&SYSTEM=JOWBR&Action=SHOWUSER&ID=USA-02285">Montefiore Cemetery, Queens, USA</a></li>
  <li><a href="http://data.jewishgen.org/wconnect/wc.dll?jg~jgsys~admin~&SYSTEM=JOWBR&Action=SHOWUSER&ID=USA-02286">Mt. Zion Cemetery, Queens, USA</a></li>
</ul>

Russian Source with photos</p>: The first written reference dates back to 1600 Grimaylove. At the beginning of the 18th century became the owner Grimaylova Veliey crown hetman Adam Nicholas Senyavskaya. In 1720 Senyavskaya provided Grimaylovu Magdeburg law and the status of the city. In 1913, 4,200 people lived Grimaylove, including 670 Poles, 830 Ukrainians and...
Jews in 2700.

Grimaylove In 1923 a school was opened with instruction in Hebrew. July 5, 1941. Local Ukrainian nationalists began a pogrom that lasted until July 7. During this time, 450 Jews were killed. In October, the Nazis deported some Jews to the Belzec extermination camp. Of the remaining 1,400 were sent to Skalat, 300 were imprisoned in the camp, which was located on the market square in the school building. After the liquidation of the camp inmates were transferred to other camps. Total about 300 Jews survived Grimaylova. Detailed...
os of Synagogue in Hrymailiv</a> [January 2015]</p>  

Photos by Charles Burns of former synagogue -- cemetery no longer exists, according to Mr. Burns [March 2016]